HERSTORY REVISITED
Diving into the archives through Duke History Revisited provided a much needed opportunity for reflection on my Freshman year. I finished the year surrounded by strong women on the women’s club ultimate frisbee team, in ADPi, and in Illyria. I met intelligent women in my Pratt classes first semester and equally intelligent women in my Trinity classes second semester. Exploring all aspects of Duke this year made me interested in how women have created spaces for themselves and formed identities on campus since the merger of Trinity College and the Woman’s College in 1972. Some students’ accounts reflected the changes that have occurred over time, but I also discovered stories of women’s experiences that mirrored my own in many ways, whether they attended Duke five or fifty years ago. The history of women at Duke is so rich that I couldn’t possibly search through it all in 6 weeks, but the following pages reflect some of the highlights of my research - the things I laughed at, the things I cried at, and the things that left me agape in the reading room.

-Peyton Schafer
DORM REGULATIONS through the 1960s
1. The dorms locked at 10:30 during the week. Late students had to pay the woman who worked the front desk $0.30 per hour to let them in after 11:00
2. Any conversation with a man that lasted longer than 20 minutes was considered a date. Freshmen could have two night dates per week, and sophomores could have three. Callers were announced by the page on duty. (Callers = men, visitors = family)
3. Women had to sign out of their dorms after dark.
4. Women had to fill out a leave-card to take a trip out of town or overnight
5. Men could only be entertained in the dorm parlor, and only at very specific times.
6. Women were not allowed to hang up clothing in their dorm windows.

"All types of men/women encounters are seen on a more formal basis. Tommy walks into Susie's dorm and "checks in" with the front desk girl; his arrival is announced; the desk girl records that Susie had a caller at 7:13; Susie comes down and she is escorted out the door by Tommy."
-Anonymous, The Chronicle

"The Book keeps a public record (or score) of all the telephone calls - male/female - and the callers one has had each and every day, or the lack of calls and callers. Thus the mighty pad establishes a social pressure to keep up with the other women of the dorm."
-Marilyn Endriss, Trinity sophomore

"You go into a situation as a 'date', you're seen as his shadow as you enter a party holding his hand. It takes a while for you to be seen as an individual."
-Anonymous, The Chronicle
how to be a lady 101

REGULATED SUNBATHING ZONES IN THE 1950s

POSSESSING ALCOHOL
CHEWING GUM IN PUBLIC
ATTENDING PUBLIC DANCES
WALKING BETWEEN CAMPUSES
TALKING TO MEN IN THE LIBRARY
WEARING BANDANAS IN THE UNION
SPRAWLING YOUR LIMBS WHILE SITTING
WEARING BATHING SUITS TO PLAY TENNIS
WEARING BARE SUNBACK DRESSES BEFORE 5PM
SITTING ON THE WALL SURROUNDING EAST CAMPUS
TALKING, WRITING, OR STUDYING DURING ASSEMBLY
CARRYING CONVERSATIONS THROUGH DORM WINDOWS
WALKING ON THE GRASS OF THE WOMAN'S COLLEGE QUAD
WEARING SLACKS (EXCEPT FOR BICYCLING, CABIN PARTIES, AND PICNICS)

MAKE YOUR BED BEFORE NOON
WEAR A FULL LENGTH COAT OVER GYM CLOTHES
WEAR HATS, GLOVES, HEELS, AND HOSE ON SUNDAYS
WAIT UNTIL CLASS IS OVER BEFORE PREPARING TO LEAVE
THANK YOUR DATE - HE'LL BE MORE LIKELY TO COME BACK
SPEAK UP IN CLASS, BUT DON'T MONOPOLIZE THE DISCUSSION
TAKE BLIND DATES WHEN KNOWN AND RECOMMENDED BY A FRIEND
BE THE "SANDWICH FILLING BETWEEN BOYS" WHEN ON A DOUBLE DATE
The first coed dorm was Wilson in 1969 with SHARE. Students labeled Wilsonians as weird, artsy radicals, and President Terry Sanford was quoted saying "The only case of fornication at Duke happened at Wilson House." However, as men moved East and women moved West, most students thought that coed living decreased the pressure of forming sexual relationships. They could be friends!

On East, girls joined sophomore Jim Tyson for frisbee games on the quad - "a thing that never happened on West." Fraternity housing still dominated on West, and the male sphere extended beyond just the dorms. Men held up cards rating women and took over the quad to play frisbee. So, women getting involved and taking space on the quad to play sports, whether in a dress or athletic wear, was a big deal! They fought against old social standards of women always looking presentable in public and the athletic standards of women not being competitive or over-exerting themselves.

UNAPOLAGETIC

women take west
"When The Woman's College is absorbed in a new and larger undergraduate college, the University will lose an institution that has meant very much to many women, and men too."
- Jane Philpott, Dean of undergraduate instruction of the Woman’s College

**ADMINISTRATIVE POWER**

"Who will advocate the cause of women? Even the most sympathetic provost or consolidated dean (did you really think that would be a woman?) cannot speak for women...he may be generally 'sympathetic,' but he is not a woman."
- John W. Cell, associate professor

**STUDENT LEADERSHIP POSITIONS**

"If the women think they're going to have a part in Trinity College, they're mistaken. They'll be the secretaries of the student body. In the Woman's College they can have a real voice that they won't have in Trinity College."
- Lewis Anderson, professor

**CAMPUS IDENTITY**

When the campuses went coed, the women lost "one of their primary identities at Duke University...It was a grieving situation over that kind of loss."
- Richard Cox, associate dean of student affairs

**PERSONAL IDENTITY**

"Recently a person who studied here as a graduate at the time I was an undergrad, the early seventies, reported a conversation she had with a friend much later. She said, 'Of course, when I was at Duke I wasn't out as a lesbian.' The friend replied, 'Are you kidding? When I was at Duke, I wasn't even out as a woman.'" - Eugenia DeLamonte, '73
With the merger of the campuses came the phasing out of most of the specific regulations for women.

“**At Duke I met people who like me felt trapped by the games they were supposed to play, and I learned that I didn’t have to play them. I could refuse to wear clothes that weren’t comfortable, to contort my hair and paint my face, to pretend to be demure, and to let my decisions be made for me.**”

- **CHRONICLE COLUMNIST NANCY STEWART, 1972**
Athletics and title IX

FOUND NONCOMPLIANT IN 1980:
FACILITIES & SCHEDULING
EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
UNIFORMS
RECRUITING
SUPPORT OF ATHLETES

FOUND COMPLIANT IN 1980:
TRAINING & HEALTH SERVICES
(except that men's football and basketball receive better service)
TRAVEL & PER DIEM ALLOWANCES
(except that women's golf and tennis nationals qualifiers were never reimbursed for travel expenses or entry fees)
PUBLICATION (except that The Chronicle has never equally covered men's and women's sports at Duke)

"Although the University provides, as stated above, publicity without discrimination, the press on every level generally is more attuned to publicizing great men athletes than great women athletes, probably because of traditional reader preference in this area. The inequity has perpetuated itself and is beyond the control of the University to a certain extent."
ACADEMICS

- few female faculty mentors
- less career advising for women
- lost voices in the classroom
  (before and after merger)

"We live on our little corner of Science Drive in constant denial. We do not discuss political science; we do not ponder philosophy; we do not question society's social institutions and how they dictate gender dynamics. We are the black hole of social reform. We've placed ourselves outside the physical and intellectual realms of the social sciences, choosing to silence 25% of our population with years of degradation and subsequent insecurity. Our women have small voices, little ability to unite and act, few mentors, no precedent.

We seem to like it that way."

-Michelle Roos, Cornered on Science Drive

"Sexism is endemic to the Duke classroom. It is as much a part of the academic atmosphere as the chalk dust, and is usually given the same treatment, i.e., it is swept under the rug or totally ignored."

"A Duke woman who had made the highest grade in lab and the highest grade on all of the tests in her Duke summer school science course was told by her professor that 'Women do not make A's in this field.' She appealed to the director of undergraduate studies of the department, who refused to change the student's grade to the A she deserved."

"A professor in a humanities class assigned work to male students by saying 'You, you find a pretty girl and go to the library and read about this. You, you go to the library with a pretty girl and read about that."

-Sally Austen Tom, The Chronicle

"The university's concept of its part in the changing roles of men and women is neutral if not negative. Their attitude involves a paradox: girls are expected to study hard but are not openly encouraged to go on to graduate school whereas boys are given more lenient academic roles and are expected to go beyond the undergraduate level."

-Anonymous, The Chronicle

"I LOST MY SENSE OF IDENTITY SOMEWHERE ON SCIENCE DRIVE. AND I STILL ASK MYSELF IF IT WAS WORTH IT." -WOMEN'S STUDIES JOURNAL
ADMINISTRATION & FACULTY

"The second floor of the Allen Building is unlike most students wander down in the course of their academic career: there's the plush carpeting, the handsome dark-oak furniture, the grandfather clock, and the offices of some of the most powerful administrators at Duke. Take a look at the gold-framed directory outside of the lobby, however, and one might notice something else: there are few names of women among the ranks of the University's most senior officials."

-Naureen Khan and Ryan Brown, 2010

1996-97

FACULTY BREAKDOWN

Arts and Sciences: 22.9% Female
Total - 446
Male - 334
Female - 102

Arts and Sciences Tenured: 18.4% Female
Total - 343
Male - 280
Female - 63

Engineering: 5.8% Female
Total - 69
Male - 65
Female - 4

Engineering Tenured: 0% Female
Total - 47
Male - 47
Female - 0

SHOCKED YET? THESE STATS ARE FROM 25 YEARS AFTER THE MERGER!
"I asserted myself through movement, screaming to the world 'I AM HERE!' ...I used to take up so much space living in that present."

-Filling Space, All of the Above

"I miss the self-assured, energetic, assertive girl I was. I miss the girl who could confidently make comments and suggestions without over-analyzing and second guessing herself every time she spoke...I miss that girl a lot. That girl was a great leader, and I don't know if I'll ever get her back." -Man Up There, All of the Above

"When I make a logical argument, my voice could be anyone's; although the words are coming from my mouth, they could just as easily have been said by someone else, for they have been stripped of everything personal. I seem to have exchanged my personal voice for a public one. If I cannot support a particular belief in a tight, factual argument, then I refrain from voicing it, particularly in the presence of males." -Women's Studies journal

"Duke has forced me to change. This toxic environment has made me competitive. It has made me forget the things I love." -Razor Burn, Me Too Monologues

Spaces created since merger:

Women's Studies Program, Anne Scott House, Women's Center, Sorority Housing, Baldwin Scholars Program, Women's Housing Option (WHO), Illyria Section (Coming soon to a quad near you)
"You demand to know why I am the way I am. Alright, so why don't you sit down in that chair and listen as if you were less than the sun."
- Poppy, Lilian Crutchfield

"Our fitness routines are not to get a beach body to show off for you. Our diets do not require your permission to enjoy a snow cone. We deserve more respect than your self centered, self serving, social emails convey."
-Snow Angels, Me Too Monologues

"I am only human when I can be seen. The night does not belong to me."
-Daylight, Stephanie Wagner

"You are not entitled to my body. Your momentary and monetary attention do not make me obligated to oblige you. I do not solicit sex for a $7 drink that was, by the way, way more cranberry than it was vodka. $7 does not buy my body and your resume doesn't either."
-No Obligation, All of the Above

"I do not appreciate being turned into a racial, sexualized being. Calling me 'you sexy Asian' as you try to grind me up against the wall at Shooters makes me really uncomfortable..."
-Being an Asian woman, Me too Monologues

"I feel like I don't get to explore what it means to be a woman because I'm so caught up in what it means to be a black...I feel like I don't know how to let myself be all the things that I am, and Duke, I feel like you don't know how to let me either. I am tired of trying to explain the multiplicity of myself to you."
-Affirmation of a black woman, Me too Monologues
collections

The Chronicle
The Chanticleer
all of the above
me too monologues
Jean F. O'Barr Papers
Duke Women's Handbook
Women's Studies Program Records
Women's Center Records
Women's College Records
Design for a Duchess
WSG Records